
 

CE Certificate Metal Steel Slitting Machine,Slitting Line,Metal
Sheet Cutting Machine

We thinks what buyers think, the urgency of urgency to act during the interests of a purchaser
position of theory, allowing for much better high-quality, reduced processing costs, charges are more
reasonable, won the new and outdated consumers the support and affirmation for CE Certificate
Metal Steel Slitting Machine,Slitting Line,Metal Sheet Cutting Machine, Fantastic good quality,
competitive costs, prompt delivery and dependable provider are guaranteed Kindly let us know your
quantity requirement under each size category so that we can easily inform you accordingly.
We thinks what buyers think, the urgency of urgency to act during the interests of a purchaser
position of theory, allowing for much better high-quality, reduced processing costs, charges are more
reasonable, won the new and outdated consumers the support and affirmation for Metal Sheet
Cutting Machine, Slitting Line, Steel Slitting Machine, Besides there are also professional production
and management , advanced production equipment to assure our quality and delivery time , our
company pursues the principle of good faith, high-quality and high-efficiency. We guarantee that our
company will try our best to reduce customer purchase cost, shorten the period of purchase, stable
products quality, increase customers' satisfaction and achieve win-win situation .
The technical parameters of the machine are as follows:

1 Suitable to process PPGI, galvanized sheet
2 Thickness of raw material Slitting: Max 0.8mmCutting: Max 2.0mm
3 Roller station Up: 5 rollersDown: 6 rollers
4 Voltage 380V,50HZ,3Phase
5 Main frame 350 H beams
6 Side-wall thickness 40mm
7 Diameter of shaft ¢90mm
8 Chain size 1 Inch
9 Motor power 3kw(Siemens)

10 Touch screen/PLC Siemens
11 Transmission Gear transmission
12 Machine size 2200x2000x2000m
13 Machine weight About 2Tons
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Machine packaging and shipping details

Standard export packaging: 1 * 40 GP container.

1, The main machine is bare and fixed in the container with wire.

2, The rollers is oiled and packaged in plastic film.

3, Electronic equipment is packed in wooden cases.

Professional

More than 20 years of experience in roll forming machinery manufacturing;

Professional production line, well-trained workers, strict QC standards.

Main market

Our products have been shipped to Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Australia, the United
States, Brazil, Italy and so on.

Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=130889
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